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About Us

Who We Are
The Purple Flower is a non-profit organization located in the Brampton region established in 2015. It is a safe
maternity home for young women in need of a loving and nurturing environment during their time of pregnancy. and up until they are ready to move onto independent living.
We are a home for homeless, displaced pregnant women who need to be loved; nurtured; encouraged and
supported. Our home provides food, clothing, individual conselling and help to facilitate a way for the girls to
receive medical care, childbirth/parenting classes, education at our home school, or job training, practical life
skill lessons and independent living skills training.
We also liasion with other charitable, non-profit community and goverment agencies and organizations to
improve the quality of life of these young women by referral to, or help in creating new solutions if a need
arises for supportive services.
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Objectives

Vision
Our mission is to shelter and educate homeless, preganant and parenting young women by assisting in
providing comprehensive services that empower them to make successful life decisions for themselves and
for their babies.

Mission
To encourage young mothers to blossom in a caring environment.
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Brand Identity
Objective
A brand identity is more than a logo and a set of marketing materials. A brand is a promise. A promise that
supports your core values and delivers on your mission and vision.
The Purple Flower Brand Identity Guidelines will serve as the primary reference on the use of our brand. The
objective of developing the Purple Flower brand identity was to develop visual guidelines for easier implementation and ensure that The Purple Flower exhibits a consistent brand image. The key measures of success
are as follows:
Create a memorable brand for The Purple Flower that increases recall, recognition, awareness and
understanding.
Develop a more meaningful brand that helps increase the organization’s relevance on a national scale.
Integrate elements of warmth that shows the depth of caring, compassion and trust found in this
brand.
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Logo Concept

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

The Purple Flower logo has a rich meaning behind each logo element. Each shape and colour has been carefully chosen to contextualize the brand. Yellow, the colour of the base circle, symbolizes hope and joy, and is
often associated with children. Circles suggest friendship and unity. Purple was added to indicate dignity and
ambition. The first instance of purple in the logo, the flower, connects with the name of the organization and
draws on a deeper meaning.
Flowers have a long history as an emotional and social symbol. Their life cycles mimic human life: planting,
growth, bloom and withering. The specific flower chosen was cherry blossom, which is often associated with
the transience of life, feminine beauty and education. The final touches include a purple vertical line to indicated strength, and a final colour addition, black, which indicates power.
Each of these theme add to the positive elements of our home. As The Purple Flower supports a culture of
service and collective agency, it strives for an environment where pregnant women and their children can
grow, blossom and take charge of their own path in life.
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Logo Elements
Separator
Word Mark

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

Tag-Line
Emblem

The Purple Flower logo is used for all activities related to the organization. The primary logo is highlighted on
this page for reference. The main logo (pictured above) consists of the following components:

Emblem:

The emblem is a graphic mark that has been used throughout the organization. Yellow symbolizes hope and
joy, and is often associated with children. Purple indicates dignity and ambition. Black indicates power.

Word Mark:

The word mark indicates the type of organization affiliated with the logo (e.g. “The Purple Flower.”)

Separator:

The purple line that separates the logo gives it a professional edge.

Tag-line:

The tag-line, “Where hope blossoms,” is always used with the primary logo.
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Logo Variations
Primary Logo
The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

The logo pictured above is the most common logo representation. If there is a need for black and white
publishing, a black and white logo may be used.

Secondary

If the spacing for the logo is limited (less than one inch), use the secondary logo.

Sub-mark
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Sample Logo
Specifications
F
Where hope blossoms.

F

F

The Purple Flower

F
Clear space is X-height= height of the letter “F" in “Flower.”
The line must be equidistant between the image and word mark.
The circle must be five times bigger than the word mark. The tag-line must be one third of the word mark.

Dimensions
Circle Diameter: 1.7297 in
Distance between circle and separator: 0.184
Width of Flower: 1.4785 in
Length of Word Mark: 0.3056 in
Length of Tag-line: 0.1111 in
Length of total logo:1.69 in

Length of logo separator: 1.6316 in
Length of Flower: 1.2904 in
Distance between separator and word mark: 0.184 in
Width of Work Mark: 3.0497 in
Width of Tag-line: 1.6667 in
Width of total logo: 5.69 in
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Sample Logo
Specifications
F
Where hope blossoms.

F

F

The Purple Flower

F
It’s important for the logo to have clear space around the perimeter to allow for maximum brand impact. In
the illustration at right, note that the clear space should be equal to the height of the letter “F” in “Flower”.
In addition, the tag-line should always be legible. If the allowed space for the logo does not permit the
tag-line to be legible, you must use the version of the logo without the tag-line. Minimum size requirements
for using the logo with the tag-line are shown in the illustration at right. When logo height is less than 1 inch,
use the block logo without the tag-line (the flower and circle only). Block logos are available in purple and
yellow or black and white.

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

One inch is the minimum high requirement
for using the primary logo with the tag-line.

Use the block logo (pictured right) when
logo is less than 1 inch in height.
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Incorrect Logo Usage
Proper use of The Purple Flower brand will ensure a consistent and professional image. Some basic
guidelines to remember:
Do not alter The Purple Flower logo in any way.
Do not animate, color, rotate, skew, or apply effects to the logo.
Never attempt to create the logo yourself, change the font, or alter the size or proportions.

Some Incorrect Visual Examples
1. Do not stretch the logo

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

2. When possible, avoid using the word mark
without the emblem.

The Purple Flower

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

3. Do not recolor the logo.

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

Where hope blossoms.

4. Do not alter the transparency of the logo.

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

5. Do not rotate the logo

Flower
e
l
p
r
u
Thheere hPope blossoms.
W
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Some Incorrect Visual Examples
6. Do not replace the tag-line with any other text. It must remain “Where hope blossoms”.

The Purple Flower
Where hope flourishes

7. Do not use the logo with the tag-line when the tag-line is too small to read. Use the version without the
tag-line.

The Purple Flower
Where hope blossoms.

8. Do not apply any photo effects to the logo.

9. Do not add shadows to the logo.

The Purple Flower
Where hope flourishes
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Mood Board
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Colour Palette
Green
Black
Hex: #231f20
CMYK: 0, 11, 9, 86
RGB: 35, 31, 32
Websafe: #333333
Usage: Typography and Accent Colour

Yellow
Hex: #ecea6d
CMYK: 0, 1, 54, 7
RGB: 236, 234, 109
Websafe: #ffff66
Usage: Accent Colour

Hex: #006838
CMYK: 100, 0, 46, 59
RGB: 0, 104, 56
Websafe: #006633
Usage: Accent Colour

White
Hex: #ffffff
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 255, 255, 255
Websafe: #ffffff
Usage: Typography, Accent and
Background

Purple
Hex: #2c1753
CMYK: 47, 72, 0, 67
RGB: 44, 23, 83
Websafe: #330066
Usage: Typography and Accent Colour
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Typography
Heading
Font: Fira Sans Heavy
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg
Font Size: 48
Subheading
Font: Fira Sans Book
Aa Bb Cc Dd
Font Size: 36
Body
Font: Myriad Pro Regular
Aa Bb Cc Dd
Font Size: 12
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Mock Ups
Stationery
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Mock Ups
Mugs
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Mock Ups
Maternity Shirt
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